[Application of visible/near infrared spectroscopy to discriminating honey brands based on independent component analysis and BP neural network].
Visible/near infrared spectroscopy (Vis/NIRS) appears to be a rapid and convenient non-destructive technique that can measure the quality and compositional attributes of many substances. In the present study, a nondestructive method for the classification of honey brands was developed using Vis/NIRS. The honey brands studied in the research were Feng boshi, Tian ranfeng and Guan shengyuan. The sample set comprised 30 of each brand. Independent component analysis (ICA) was put forwarded to select several optimal wavelengths based on loading weights. Two types of preprocessing (Savitzky-Golay combined with multiplicative scatter correction) were used before the spectral data were analyzed with multivariate calibration methods of artificial neural network (ANN). The absorbance values log (1/T) (T= transmission), corresponding to the wavelengths of 408, 412, 409, 1 000, 468, 462, 408, 400, 997 and 998 nm were chosen as the input data of ANN. The ANN model with three layers was built, and the transfer function of sigmoid was used in each layer. After several trials, the best neural network architecture was obtained with 10 nodes in hidden layers. In the model, the node of input layer, hidden layer, output layer was set to be 9, 10, and 3 respectively, and the goal error was set to be 0. 000 1, the speed of learning was set to be 0.2, the time of training was set to be 1 500. Seventy five samples (25 with each brand) from three brands were selected randomly as calibration set, and the left 15 samples (5 with each brand) were as perdition set. The discrimination rate of 100% was achieved, and the fitting residual was 8. 245 365 x 10(-5). These indicated that the result of honey discrimination was very good based on ICA method, and offer a new approach to the fast discrimination of varieties of honey.